
Great Teachers Seminar Survey- Nov. 2019 
 
Q1 
If you registered for the event, but were unable to attend- please let me know 
what prevented you from attending?  
 
  
I registered 
11/10/2019 8:55 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/8/2019 12:06 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/7/2019 10:49 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/7/2019 10:11 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/7/2019 1:57 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
My goodness, how would I know what would prevent me from attending when I didn't have that particular 
experience. 
11/6/2019 3:23 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I attended. 
11/6/2019 1:34 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I did attend 
11/6/2019 11:49 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I came, just had to leave early due to an emergency with my mother 
11/6/2019 11:12 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
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CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/6/2019 11:09 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I had a class on Friday morning, but I was planning to come in the afternoon. Unfortunately, I was not able to 
come since I had to meet with the department chair regarding a proposal we’re submitting. 
11/6/2019 11:04 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/a 
11/6/2019 11:01 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I attended 
11/5/2019 10:40 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I attended 
11/4/2019 10:12 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I attended 
11/4/2019 5:58 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I went! It was awesome. 
11/4/2019 5:39 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I was there 
11/4/2019 3:37 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A 
11/4/2019 2:27 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
N/A I did attend. 
11/4/2019 1:36 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
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I attended 
11/4/2019 1:17 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
. 
 
 

Q2 
Overall, how would you rate the Seminar? 

ANSWER CHOICES– RESPONSES– 
– 
Excellent 

50.00% 
11 

– 
Very good 

22.73% 
5 

– 
Fairly good 

18.18% 
4 

– 
Mildly good 

4.55% 
1 

– 
Not good at all 

4.55% 
1 

TOTAL 22 
 
 
 
 
Q3 

ANSWER CHOICES– RESPONSES– 
– 
Excellent 

59.09% 
13 

– 
Very good 

13.64% 
3 

– 
Good 

22.73% 
5 
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How would you rate the venue/location? 
  

– 
Fair 

4.55% 
1 

– 
Poor 

0.00% 
0 

TOTAL 22 



Q4 
What was the single most valuable thing you learned at the event? 
 
 
  
Love what we do- being a teacher, we love our students and do our best to help our students to be successful 
11/10/2019 8:55 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Despite discipline differences, we have many shared teaching challenges and share a passion for student 
success. 
11/8/2019 12:06 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I can't really say I "learned" anything valuable, but I connected with colleagues, some who I had never met 
before, and that is of great value. 
11/7/2019 10:49 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
That students can get a D or F in a class but if they repeat the class and get a higher grade the D or lower will 
not affect their GPA. 
11/7/2019 10:11 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I appreciated the unstructured time to discuss challenges and successes. 
11/7/2019 1:57 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
How pleasant it is to spend the day surrounded by warm, smart, and pleasant new friends. 
11/6/2019 3:23 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Keep going, Stay motivated and encouraged. 
11/6/2019 1:34 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
More resources for instructors 
11/6/2019 11:49 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Creative learning atmosphere. 
11/6/2019 11:12 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Great Teachers seminars heavily focus on networking over pedagogy. 
11/6/2019 11:09 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
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I was not able to attend. 
11/6/2019 11:04 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Connections with new people and different perspectives. 
11/6/2019 11:01 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
That teachers all go through the same thing, no matter what field you teach. 
11/5/2019 10:40 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Interacting with others. 
11/4/2019 10:12 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
There are many others like me, and so many more with more experience willing to give advice. 
11/4/2019 5:58 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
There are a lot of forward-minded teachers who want to continue being inspired, and continue teaching well. 
11/4/2019 5:39 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
My new colleagues are very committed to this. 
11/4/2019 3:37 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Classroom management and lesson plan activity options. 
11/4/2019 2:27 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Collaborative approach to problem solving and networking. 
11/4/2019 1:36 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The value of taking a moment and sharing in challenges and success. 
11/4/2019 1:17 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Something about it being illegal in California to grade on attendance? I'd like clarification on this. 
11/4/2019 1:05 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
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The single most valuable thing I learned was there are so many faculty members that want to become great 
teachers and I can appreciate that we can all meet and share our ideas. 
11/4/2019 1:04 PM 
 
 
Q5 
What did you like most about this years' seminar? 
 
  
group discussion- good experiences and how to solve the issues that we are facing. 
11/10/2019 8:55 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
From start to finish, I felt I was getting a spa treatment to refresh my mind and spirit by bathing in the 
positive energy of my fellow student-centered teachers. 
11/8/2019 12:06 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I enjoyed both my breakout sessions very much. 
11/7/2019 10:49 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I most liked getting to meeting in small groups to discuss specific issues we have had in our classes. 
11/7/2019 10:11 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
This was my first year at the seminar. I liked the introduction activity and the ability to learn more about best 
practices for instruction, classroom management, and logistics like using Canvas. 
11/7/2019 1:57 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
It was here at Crafton Hills, and I knew my way around the campus. 
11/6/2019 3:23 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Roundtables, Discussion. 
11/6/2019 1:34 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I liked the laid back and interactive vibe but I think somewhat of a structured agenda would be great. 
11/6/2019 11:49 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
How open everyone was 
11/6/2019 11:12 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
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Speaking to colleagues from other departments. 
11/6/2019 11:09 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I was not able to attend. 
11/6/2019 11:04 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The small group sessions. 
11/6/2019 11:01 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The openness of the discussions and the food. 
11/5/2019 10:40 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
First Time 
11/4/2019 10:12 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I loved the breakout sessions, but there were so many good topics and not enough time. The booklist/podcast 
exchange was brilliant. PS: Food was fantastic. 
11/4/2019 5:58 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I really liked the location (Crafton is just beautiful, and there were lots of little places to go with our small 
groups), also the food (both the quality and availability). 
11/4/2019 5:39 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Fellowship with new colleagues 
11/4/2019 3:37 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The support and advice from seasoned teachers. 
11/4/2019 2:27 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Break out topics. 
11/4/2019 1:36 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The beautiful day and the positive energy shared. 
11/4/2019 1:17 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The lead facilitating team was great! 
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11/4/2019 1:05 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Even though I didn’t eat the meat, the food was amazing! Also I really enjoyed meeting new faculty members 
outside of my department. 
11/4/2019 1:04 PM 
 
Q6 
For next year, what would you like to see changed/improved? 
 
     
  
Not really, Continue the great job that you are all doing and thank you all the organizer and the team leaders! 
11/10/2019 8:55 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
We need a room with better acoustics. The activity where we meet someone new is good, but introducing one 
another to the whole group takes too long out of a one-day conference and it is too much passive listening 
time. The activity could be made more active if you kept us on the move, with the goal to introduce ourselves 
as new friends to three other pairs, or something along that line. Always thinking about how to innovate, 
right? 
11/8/2019 12:06 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Some of the plenary activities seemed to take very long waiting for everyone to speak. Maybe only take 
volunteers? 
11/7/2019 10:49 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I’d like to teach faculty more about Growth versus Fixed Mindset. I’d also like training on how to deal with 
difficult people (which may be students, faculty and staff). 
11/7/2019 10:11 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I would like the opportunity to learn more about how to best become a full-time faculty member. Additional 
time to discuss the recommendations of how to become more involved with Academic Senate as an adjunct. 
11/7/2019 1:57 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
At the moment, I cannot think of any change or improvement. 
11/6/2019 3:23 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Agenda, workshops to choose from. At least part of the day. 
11/6/2019 1:34 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
May be somewhat of a formal agenda. 
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11/6/2019 11:49 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Maybe the amount of time.... still very effective 
11/6/2019 11:12 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
More emphasis on teaching and less emphasis on community building. 
11/6/2019 11:09 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I was not able to attend. 
11/6/2019 11:04 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Though I found the large group activities fun and useful I think it took too much time away from deeper 
conversations in smaller groups. 
11/6/2019 11:01 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
I cant think of anything. 
11/5/2019 10:40 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
More people, more break out sessions, shorter sessions. 
11/4/2019 10:12 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
More time for attending break-out sessions, and attending more of them. Put a place for sharing emails and an 
attendee list to remember all the wonderful participants 
11/4/2019 5:58 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Hmmm... not sure I'd change a thing! Way to go! 
11/4/2019 5:39 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
acoustics in the main room 
11/4/2019 3:37 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Tips and Tricks for creating student centered lesson plans and activities. 
11/4/2019 2:27 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
A student panel to discuss best practices in the classroom. 
11/4/2019 1:36 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
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CURRENT 
     
  
No comments 
11/4/2019 1:17 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
People need to commit to the entire event and stay within the group during session. This year there were 
many early departures and late arrivals and in-and-out of session while it was going on to socialize with 
colleagues. 
11/4/2019 1:05 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Not just having one location to have this event. Each year having somewhere else to have this event held. 
11/4/2019 1:04 PM 
 
Q7 
Are you adjunct or full-time faculty? 
 

ANSWER CHOICES– RESPONSES– 
– 
Adjunct Faculty 

27.27% 
6 

– 
Full-time Faculty  

68.18% 
15 

– 
N/A 

4.55% 
1 

TOTAL 22 
 
 
Q8 
Please provide additional feedback: 
 
  
I like the location and the foods! Thank you all 
11/10/2019 8:55 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
That was some seriously yummy chicken! 
11/8/2019 12:06 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The main room had too much of an echo. I love having the retreat so close to home but really struggled to 
hear when we were all in the room together. Great job by the Professional Development Team! 
11/7/2019 10:11 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
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CURRENT 
     
  
Thank you for the open invitation and the opportunity to network with Great Teachers! 
11/7/2019 1:57 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The day was wonderful from start to finish! 
11/6/2019 3:23 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The catered lunch and breakfast was also delicious. 
11/6/2019 1:34 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The leaders joe coordinate this event were amazing! Very approachable and willing to give god feedback to 
each of us. 
11/6/2019 11:12 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
The survey would not allow me to submit without answering the other questions so I just marked excellent 
on those questions. 
11/6/2019 11:04 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Moderators need to be more assertive in keeping the group on track in their discussion. This was my first 
time attending and and I think it was a great idea. This should be implemented on campus for department 
networking or during flex day/orientation. I feel I now know the attendees better than my own colleagues. 
11/6/2019 11:01 AMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Thank you for allowing me to attend, and providing so much wonderful information. 
11/4/2019 5:58 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
This was my first time facilitating and I appreciated the guidance on that too. 
11/4/2019 5:39 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Rania is great! 
11/4/2019 3:37 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
This is my second time attending looking forward to next year! 
11/4/2019 2:27 PMAdd tags –View respondent's answers 
CURRENT 
     
  
Great job on creating a very warm atmosphere. 
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Thanks for doing what you do. I really appreciate all the time and work you put into the great teachers event! 
I got to meet so many new friends and was able to get out into such a beautiful campus. 
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